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This paper presents an optimization feed rate technique for smooth trajectories generation based on polynomial interpolation. Proposed methodology implements constant or variable feed rate based on a reconfigurable FPGA. Experimental results
verified proposed methodology with high efficiency for both approaches.
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Introduction
Manufacturing industry has been quickly evolving
due to technological advances in high-speed and highprecision machining1 . Machine-tool automation and
implementation of CNC (computerized numerical
control) controllers are major thrust for manufacturing
companies in order to produce high quality products2
with reduced production time and increased profits3 .
Feedrate (constant and variable) is most important
parameter related to time and quality in machining
process. Constant feedrate increases machining speed4
and quality5 , if toolpath does not present sharp corners
or high curvature values. CNC selects constant feedrate
for a given operation to produce acceptable performance
in operation time and contouring accuracy6 . On the one
hand, some studies7,8 determined optimal machining
parameters [feedrate, cutting speed, and material removal
rate (MMR)] in order to reduce cutting forces and
vibrations when constant feedrate was used for
segmented trajectory without sharp corners or high
curvature values. Also, several studies9-11 analyzed that
feedrate optimization is necessary to improve machining
efficiency and reduce production time and cost.
Methodologies have been proposed to work out both
*Author for correspondence
E-mail: raosornio@hspdigital.org

constant feedrate5,6,12 and variable feedrate11,13,14-17
approaches. However, implementation of these
techniques require evaluation of complex interpolation
algorithms, which demand high computational load18 .
Yau & Wang18 realized a need to develop a real-time
interpolation algorithm that can still maintain advantage
of smooth interpolation with low computational load; a
system capable of implementing both federate
approaches in real-time is derisable 19-21.
This paper presents an optimization feedrate
technique for smooth trajectories generation through
constant and variable feedrate according to toolpath
properties. Also, an FPGA (field programmable gate
array) implementation was carried out with consequent
advantages in real-time application (reconfigurability,
low cost and parallel processing).
Experimental Section
Toolpath Generator

For generation of smooth and continuous toolpaths
for both constant and variable feedrate approach
implementations, methodology considers a set of nodes
in XZ plane that determines machining toolpath to
determine a sequence of polynomial functions, which
describe smooth toolpath by means of spline
interpolation. Polynomial functions allow a good
interpolation fitting and provide smooth traces.
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First step is to select a set of nodes

{u1 = (x1 , z 1 ), u 2 = (x2 , z 2 ),..., u N = (x N , z N )}

from

standard CAD/CAM software. Nodes determine initial
desired toolpath. In this work, coordinates provided by
standard G code were used. Next step aims at
performance of toolpath segmentation based on
tangential curve behavior. Tangential angles are
calculated for each pair of two consecutively nodes

u i , u i +1 , for interval [− π , π ], whereas first and fourth
quadrants comprehend inclination angles over interval
 π π 
, 
−
 2 2 

. However, rotation coordinates were

designed in such a way that inclination angles belong
to interval [− 0.49π ,0.49π ]. With this limitation, huge
values of inclination angles are avoided and
consequently discontinuities in inclination of each
segment. Rotation is based on Eq. (1) where α i , θ i
represent tangential and rotational angle respectively
for i-th segment as

Last step is polynomial fitting where polynomial
functions were generated for describing smooth toolpath.
Generation begins with a group of rotated and translated

{

}

points u k ,1 , u k , 2 ,K , u k ,r , and then a polynomial
k

function p k (x ) is fitted. Next, interpolation error is
measured in order to decide if polynomial has an
acceptable fit. Finally, if interpolation error is less than
specified maximum permissible error, polynomial is
accepted and continues with following segmentation.
Otherwise last node is dropped from current segmentation
and a new polynomial is generated to interpolate reduced
group of nodes. Dropped nodes are located in a new
segmentation to generate a new polynomial.
To ensure a C2 continuous toolpath, a modified leastsquare method was developed to satisfy p k (0 ) = 0 ,

( )

p 'k (0) = ρ k ,1 ,

p k x k* ,r = z *k , r ,

(

ρ k ,1 = p' k −1 x*k −1 ,rk −1

)

and

p ' 'k (0) = ρ k , 2 ,

(

)

ρk , 2 = p' ' k −1 xk* −1, rk −1 .

A quintic polynomial function p k (x ) =

5

∑a

i

x i on range

i= 0

π
− π

θi =  0
π / 2

π

if

α i ∈ [ −π ,−0.51π ]

if
if
if
if

α i ∈ ( −0.51π , −0.02π ]
α i ∈ ( −0.02π ,0.47π ]
α i ∈ (0.47π ,0.96π ]
α i ∈ (0.96π ,π ]

[0, x ] was proposed for interpolation, since it allows
*
k ,r

control of first and second derivatives, and tracks
segmentation points. Then, toolpath generator provides
a
sequence
of
polynomials
functions
…(1)

angles θ1 ,θ 2 ,...,θk .

Methodology consists on scanning behavior of
rotational angles θ i . Then, segmentation stage
determines k groups of rk coordinate points

(

u k ,1 = (x k ,1 , z k ,1 ), u k ,2 = (x k , 2 , z k , 2 ), K , u k ,rk = x k , rk , z k ,rk

that

keep

)

rotational
angle
θ k ,1 = θ k , 2 = K = θ k , rk = θ for k -th segmentation.
Next stage of procedure is to calculate
rotated
and
translatedpoints

(

same

)

(

)

p1 (x ), p2 (x), K, pk (x) with corresponding rotational

(

u *k ,1 = x *k ,1 , z k*,1 , u *k ,2 = x k*, 2 , z *k , 2 , K , u *k ,rk = x *k ,rk , z k*, rk

)

Feedrate Scheduling

To schedule feedrate from toolpath characteristics
and to generate dynamic profile, optimum feedrate values
along entire trajectory that maintains constrained peak
accelerations are calculated. Starting with a given
trajectory, featuring C2 continuity, peak dynamics is
evaluated along entire trajectory. Peak-acceleration
positions Rj occur when Eq. (3) holds.

as

[1 + p (x) ]p

 x *k , i = ( x k , i − x k ,1 ) cos θ + (z k , i − z k ,1 )sin θ
 *
 z k ,i = −( x k ,i − x k ,1 ) sin θ + (z k ,i − z k ,1 )cos θ

From Eq. (9), solutions Rj are numerically calculated,
which corresponds to location of peak accelerations all

'
k

…(2)

2

'' '
k

(x ) − 3 p k'' (x )2 p k' (x ) = 0

…(3)

along p k (x ) . Then, tool acceleration Aθ is calculated
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Fig. 1— Block diagram of axes control

for each solution Rj based on Eq. (4) where θ is curve
angle determined by Eq. (5) and VT is desired feedrate.

Aθ = VT

p 'k' (R j )

polynomials p k (x ) , arc length sk is calculated as

[1 + p (R ) ]
'
k

both approaches (constant and variable federate)
according to curvature behavior with same methodology.
Finally, for a given toolpath divided into several

…(4)

2 3/ 2

j

sk = ∫

x*k , r

0

( ( ))

−1
'
θ = tan p k R j

[

]

1 + p k' (x )

2

…(7)

…(5)

Once allowable feedrate values along toolpath are
established, dynamic profile is generated for each

Considering a maximum feedrate V m , if peak
accelerations reach machine acceleration constraint Am ,
then feedrate in those nodes Vj can be recalculated
through Eq. (6).

polynomial p k (x ) using reported method22 . Profile is
built considering arc length, starting and ending feedrate,
machine constraints, and acceleration and jerk limits.
Resulting profile describes tool dynamics along a given
toolpath.

[

Vj =

Am 1+ pk' (R j )2

]

3/ 2

pk'' (R j )

…(6)

In this way, constant feedrate is maintained till peak
acceleration is reached, Aθ ≤ V . Otherwise, if curve
presents high curvature values then feedrate is varied
according to Eq. (7). Then, scheduling feedrate considers
m

Proposed Architecture

Proposed methodology was implemented into an
FPGA, where trajectory interpolator, a CNC controller
for two axes XZ, and additional structures (interface,
adder, PID, DAC driver, and position counter) were
embedded (Fig. 1). Additional structures were embedded
into same FPGA along with trajectory interpolator
showing advantages of FPGA over other implementation
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(a)

X axis (µm)

(b)

Z axis (µm)

Feedrate, µm/s

(c)

Time, ms
Fig. 2— Constant feedrate: a) CAD model; b) toolpath; and c) feedrate

techniques where several devices (DSP or PC) are
needed. This work refers to trajectory interpolator, which
is combination of toolpath generator and profile generator.
Initially, trajectory interpolator gets information of
polynomial functions, rotational angles, sample rate, and
generator profile from computer via USB interface.
Horner method is implemented into polynomial evaluation
block and toolpath is calculated. Rotation module
implements Eq. (2) for rotation functions. Profile

generator performs parametric technique 22 . Finally, an
integrator module is necessary to generate position
reference of trajectory for X and Z axes because profile
generator and polynomial evaluation work with first
derivative of functions.
Simulation

Two case studies were conducted to test versatility
and efficiency of feedrate optimization and toolpath
generation for constant and variable federate approaches.
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(a)

Z axis (µm)

Feedrate, µm/s

X axis (µm)

(b)

Time, ms
Fig. 3— Variable feedrate: a) CAD model; b) toolpath; and c) feedrate
Case Study 1: Constant Feedrate

A smooth trajectory was generated where constant
feedrate approach was optimal due to low variation on
curvature [CAD model (Fig. 2a), polynomial toolpath
(Fig. 2b)]. For this case, small changes on X axis require
larger changes on Z axis. Then, toolpath is optimized
with a constant feedrate behavior of tool (Fig. 2c).

(a)

Case Study 2: Variable Feedrate

Experimentation

Proposed methodology was applied for generation
of polynomial interpolation and scheduling feedrate for
machining workpiece in a retrofitted to CNC lathe where
both case studies were implemented. Machining was
performed in a retrofitted to CNC lathe using EZG7050-101 servomotors, a 6000 counts /rev incremental
encoder, and Copley-403 servoamplifiers for axes

(b)

Feedrate, µm/s

A high-curvature trajectory was generated where
approach of variable feedrate was better suited [CAD
model (Fig. 3a), polynomial toolpath (Fig. 3b)]. In this
case, changes on curve are close, and then it produced
high variation on derivative and curvature. Feedrate
presents a non-constant behavior due to geometric
characteristics of toolpath (Fig. 3c).

Time, ms
Fig. 4—Experimental results on constant feedrate: a) Machined
piece; and b) Measured feedrate
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(a)

Feedrate, µm/s

(b)

Time, ms
Fig. 5— Experimental results on variable feedrate: a) Machined piece; and b) Measured feedrate

(b)

Feedrate, µm/s

Error, µm/s

(a)

Time, ms

Time, ms

Fig. 6— Analysis of constant federate: a) Comparison between measured and simulated data; and b) Feedrate error

motion. Experimentation with polynomial trajectory is
made with a proprietary open-architecture CNC
controller 3 into a Spartan-3 FPGA from Xilinx.
Experimental setup consists of embedded position
controller, DAC driver and USB interface.
Results and Discussion
Experimental result for first case study of constant
feedrate presents machined piece of first model
(Fig. 4a) and shows feedrate behavior during machining
process (Fig. 4b). Feedrate was measured by reported23

technique starting from encoder information.
Experimental result for second case study of constant
feedrate presents machined piece of first model (Fig.5a)
and shows feedrate behavior during machining process
(Fig. 5b) .
A comparison between theoretical model and
measured data was performed. Analysis of first case study
with constant federate shows both measured and
simulated data (Fig. 6a) and error between them(Fig. 6b).
In this case, mean error is 0.0001 µm/s, with a standard
deviation of σ=0.0122 µm/s, and an absolute peak error
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(a)

Error, µm/s

Feedrate, µm/s

(b)

Time, ms

Time, ms

Fig. 7— Analysis of variable federate: a) Comparison between measured and simulated data; and b) Feedrate error

of 0.0811 µm/s, Analysis of second case study with
variable feedrate shows both measured and
simulated data (Fig. 7a) and error between them
(Fig. 7b). For second case study, mean error is
-0.0087 µ m/s, with a standard deviation of
σ=0.0122µm/s and an absolute peak error of 0.2385
µm/s, Also, an analysis by coefficient of determination
R-square24 was performed to measure level prediction
between measured and simulated data. Coefficients of
determination for first and second case studies were
0.9998 and 0.9990 respectively. Both values were close
to one indicating a good level of adjusting.
FPGA advantages (parallel processing, low cost and
reconfigurability) allowed implementation of proposed
interpolation method along with other complementary
modules. This fact provided an advantage of proposed
methodology against other available methods12,13,18
showing excessive computational load of their
algorithms and implementation required several devices
while in this work all modules were embedded into a
single FPGA.
Conclusions
A novel methodology for feedrate optimization
based on polynomial interpolation was developed where
several parameters (curvature, acceleration and dynamic
constrains) were considered for feedrate scheduling.
Proposed methodology can generate smooth trajectories,
which can carry through both feedrate (constant or
variable) according to toolpath properties. Experimental
results verified efficiency of proposed methodology for
constant and variable feedrates. FPGA advantages
(parallel processing, low cost and reconfigurability)

allowed implementation of proposed interpolation method
along with other complementary modules.
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